





















Throughout Rule 24: Throughout the rule there a varying terms for post-secondary educational
institutions: Standard Institution of Higher Education”, “Nebraska Institutions” and “Nebraska
teacher education institutions. Replacing these references with a previously defined term,
“Standard Institution of Higher Education”.
002.04- Updated Implementation date to reflect August 1, 2020.
003.06- Added a definition for “clinical practice” since it is used in the new definition of
“practicum” and has a different meaning from the defined terms of “clinical experiences” (003.05)
and “student teaching” (003.21)? (Added definition from Rule 20 for clinical practice that
addresses this).
003.13- ‘Field experience’ definition revised to align with Rule 20 ‘field experience’ definition.
003.17- ‘Practicum’ definition revised to align with Rule 20 ‘practicum’ definition.
005.04D- Superintendent language clarified.
006.07- Assessment Leadership endorsement will be eliminated as of August 1, 2020 as
recommended by NCTE, since it was tied to the School-Based Teacher-Led Assessment and
Reporting System (STARS) which is no longer in effect.
006.28- Health Sciences field endorsement- Adding new endorsement.
006.45- Adding “Supplemental” to the endorsement and language that addresses this addition.
006.45C- Striking “certificate” because there is no career education certificate. Currently there is
only a career education teaching permit.
006.53E- Skilled and Technical Sciences – Skilled Specific. Work experience language
clarification revised to align with federal regulations.
006.64- Special Program: Adding new endorsement to appear only on a career education
teaching permit. Created in response to request from Department of Labor, Governor, and
Commissioner to allow teachers for Jobs for America’s Graduates (JAG) courses. (Grant-funded
program at this time. Teacher must be eligible for Career Education permit.)
006.38- Adding new endorsement Orientation and Mobility Specialist.
Striking Praxis 5018 as it is replaced Praxis by 5017.
Striking Praxis 5691 as it is replaced by Praxis 5023.
Changing Praxis 5411 to 5412 and the pass score from 145 to 146
Changing Praxis 6021 to 6991 and pass score from 152 to 162

